
Online Reputation Management
Template

Step 1: Set Up Monitoring Tools

1. Identify Key Platforms:

○ List the social media platforms, review sites, forums, and blogs where your

brand is mentioned.

○ Example platforms: Google Reviews, Yelp, Trustpilot, Twitter, Facebook,

LinkedIn, industry-specific forums.

2. Choose Monitoring Tools:

○ Select the tools that best suit your needs.

○ Example tools: Brand24, Reputology, Hootsuite Insights, Mention.

3. Set Up Alerts:

○ Configure real-time alerts for your brand name, key products, and relevant

keywords.

○ Example: Set up Google Alerts for your brand name and primary product

names.

Step 2: Track and Analyze Mentions

1. Gather Data:

○ Collect mentions from all identified platforms using your monitoring tools.

○ Ensure you capture both direct mentions (e.g., @yourbrand) and indirect

mentions (e.g., “your brand”).

2. Analyze Sentiment:

○ Use sentiment analysis features to categorize mentions as positive,

negative, or neutral.



○ Example: Use the sentiment analysis tool in Brand24 to understand public

perception.

3. Identify Trends:

○ Look for patterns in the data to identify recurring issues or positive trends.

○ Example: Monthly reports showing an increase in positive mentions

following a new product launch.

Step 3: Respond to Feedback

1. Address Negative Reviews:

○ Respond to negative reviews promptly and professionally, offering

solutions or apologies as needed.

○ Example: Acknowledge a customer complaint on Yelp and offer to resolve

the issue offline.

2. Thank Positive Reviewers:

○ Show appreciation to customers who leave positive reviews to build

goodwill.

○ Example: Reply to positive feedback on Google Reviews with a thank you

and encouragement to return.

3. Engage with Neutral Mentions:

○ Clarify any ambiguities or provide additional information to turn neutral

mentions into positive experiences.

○ Example: Respond to a neutral comment on Facebook with more details

about your service.

Step 4: Regularly Review and Adjust

1. Review Data Regularly:

○ Schedule regular reviews (weekly, monthly) to assess your online

reputation.

○ Example: Monthly meetings to review collected data and discuss action

points.



2. Identify Improvement Areas:

○ Use the insights gained from the data to identify areas needing

improvement.

○ Example: Noticing frequent mentions of slow service can lead to

operational changes.

3. Adjust Strategies:

○ Modify your reputation management strategies based on data analysis.

○ Example: If a particular product is receiving negative feedback, consider

product improvements or better customer education.

Step 5: Educate Your Team

1. Train Your Team:

○ Ensure your team understands the importance of online reputation

management and how to use the tools.

○ Example: Conduct training sessions on using Reputology and responding

to reviews.

2. Develop Response Protocols:

○ Create guidelines for responding to different types of feedback (positive,

negative, neutral).

○ Example: A template for responding to negative reviews that includes

acknowledgment, apology, and solution.

3. Foster a Culture of Continuous Improvement:

○ Encourage your team to continuously seek ways to improve customer

satisfaction and online reputation.

○ Example: Regular team brainstorming sessions to come up with new ways

to delight customers.

Template for Online Reputation Management
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● Key Platforms:

○ [List platforms]

● Monitoring Tools:

○ [Tool 1], [Tool 2]

● Alert Configuration:

○ [Keywords for Alerts]

Data Tracking and Analysis

● Data Collection:

○ [Methods and Tools]

● Sentiment Analysis:

○ [Tool and Process]

● Trend Identification:

○ [Report Frequency and Metrics]

Feedback Response

● Negative Reviews:

○ [Response Protocol]

● Positive Reviews:

○ [Thank You Template]

● Neutral Mentions:

○ [Engagement Strategy]

Review and Adjustment

● Review Schedule:

○ [Weekly/Monthly]

● Improvement Areas:

○ [Identified Issues]

● Strategy Adjustments:

○ [Action Plan]



Team Education

● Training Schedule:

○ [Dates and Topics]

● Response Protocol Development:

○ [Guidelines]

● Continuous Improvement Culture:

○ [Activities and Encouragement Strategies]


